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CHEMTRAILS CONTINUES PESTILENCES & RADIATION    

e should all be preparing our electrical equipment at this stage, protecting it against a very powerful electrical 

“surge” – the Grand Pulse. It is for this reason the colour coding has changed to a much less expensive way of 

keeping some hard copy by printing out that which you might lose while it remains within a computer.  

By now the format and the way the quatreins work should be familiar to most readers.  

 

I might add here, that I have been “asked” to redo those early forums first compiled without the benefit of the  

“triple” method. That is, using the Alchemye List, the Runic Skies and the Kelltic Tree Zodiac. AUSTRALIE  has been done and 

named AUSTRALIA II. The TWIN TOWERS also has had a short rehash. CROP CIRCLES & THEIR MESSAGE is one forum 

appearing on the Header page will not really need to be worked again. GRAND PULSE  and a few others will be seen to rear 

their heads once more… and here – plucked from MEDICAL VACCINATIONS & CHEMTRAILS are the CHEMTRAILS 
 

2 100  1 Dedans les isles si horrible tumulte 
AD  ENDS:  DETAILS ~ 
E   (∑  )  TUMULT ,   TUMBLE  

SEND  ILLNESSES  REBUILT,  HORRIBLE  DEADLINESS 

Thorium Terbium Diseases Multitudes Bleed                                      

Within  les isles = the planets | horrible tumult. cont : 
while one only sees warfare  
E (∑ )  see HERO MOVES THE EARTH … AND SEND 

REBUILT:  genetically  engineered  DISEASES 
go to the last page regarding the zetas – aka J ROD 45 

 

5 16  1 A son hault pris plus la lerme sabee 
REALMLESS  SUPPLIERS  
SPIRULATE  SULPHONATE  IRON-SULPHATE   

REALMLESS  SUPPLIERS … from outer space, see above↑ 

 spiralling – in chemtrails 
 constituent  of  fertilizers 

 

5 34  1 Du plus profond de l'occident Anglois   

                FONDLED,  ACCIDENT  DECANTING   
INCOACTED  LUPUS  OILS   

Anglois  -  align Os - losing  (people?)  A = Dec 21/22 

INCOACTED  unconstrained 
LUPUS  Any of various ulcerous skin diseases 

 

5 56 1 Par le trespas du tres-uieillart  pontif 
UURITE : PATRON  Iƒ  [is]  PART  PRELATES  STEUUARDS  
PETRONILLA (aka Ceres/Sirius ) RAPES, POED 

PASS  (using?)  UTERUS  LILIES   
UUEIRDEST  DUST  SPREADS  LITERAL  ILL   
INTO  UUATER                                 chemtrails 

above ↑ Os means “bone” a key word for in Capricorn 
PRELATES  STEUUARDS  - the Keepers? The Watchers? 
PART of them,  PATRON is who supplied all the quatrains 
RAPES, attacks    POED = “slayer ray”  human combustion 
UTERUS   basement  LILIES  = Lotus = stage gate/stargate 

 

5 72  1 Pour le plaisir d'edict voluptueux  
DIVISERS  DISCREDIT  OLD  RULE  XXX  PLUTO 
SIRIUS  ID  PUT  UUET  POX   DRIPS  LIVID ~ AILS  

SILURID  ISRAEL  POUUER  PRO  RIP                             
UUE Predicted Verdict  XII   

The RIPS in the atmosphere are caused by atomic division 
either in atom bombs or by proton colliding ie: CERN/RAYPOZ 

DIVISERS wanting to confuse the true number of planets in 
the solar system. There are twelve including those of Nibiru 
Notice the year  XXX  1930 when Pluto was discovered. 
It is those from Sirius who spread the chemtrails, Silurid 
means the Oannes  –  for the RIP in the atmosphere  
UUE Predicted (in the quatrains) 12  (2012?) 
There is a plan to power up CERN noon December 21st . 

 

6 27 1 Dedans les isles de cinq fleuves a un 

FUEL  UUEAVES  DEADLINESS  (chemtrails)  
UNSAVED  ILLNESSES      

                FLEUU  SILENCED  ~ USE  UUAVES 

Within the islands [planets] five flows to one [flow] 
Mercury Venus Earth, the moon, Mars in one flow 
all their orbits moved 

 

6 99 1 L'ennemi docte se tounera  confus  
SULFONE  FUELS  [in]  FLOUNCES 

Doctored in Capricorn (l’ennemi) confused turn round  
(the Earth?)  SULFONE  in chemtrails: a form of anti biotic  

 

7 13 1 De la cite' marine et tributaire                    see 6 11 3 

ATTRIBUTE  (to)  DIRE  CLIMATE     

TERMINATE  (the)  DELICATE  - TIME   
American AIR Bacterium  BITTER  Matricide  -   
MARIE  TRIBUTARI  (from)  ALECED  CITADEL    

METRICIAN  RAIMENT (presented)  ENTIRE  DIALECT                        

 

ALECED is in Cygnus MARIE is an asteroid  – any asteroid 
METRICIAN  dressed up the hidden texts and the quatrains 
here is a concern: the numerators are supposed to be either  
the Oannes or the Anun.nakim,  yet  the texts speak against  
them                           ENTIRE  DIALECT      (lines in verses)                      

 

 

PSUSENNES 1 the SILVER PHARAOH - CARTOUCHE 
Eye of Orion: star of a five star system (Auriga or Cassiop.) the Maya numeral for five … 
The Anu cross of the crossing within the wheel of precession Goose / Cygnus returning.  
Aquila (Hanix of the North) over the Maya number 5, a plough which we know as Ursa 
Major (who have treaties with the U.S. military, ‘trade’ technology for cattle mutilations) 

 

W 
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6 11  3 Fratricider les deux seront seduicts                                   
XEUS  UXED  RESILED  DEXTEROUSNESS   
INTRODUCES  REDUCTIONS  ELDERS – 
SEDUCTION  SUITED  U.N.                          
FRACTICIDER  ELUDES  
EXUDES  SORTED  DESTRUCTIONS 

Two will be attracted to fratricide – one who murders relatives 

this could be the Anun.nakim since we are of their DNA,  there is 
a great need to reduce the number of humans on Earth, they say 
XEUS = small round flat craft  UXED used 
 

via chemtrails  PLUS natural events      

8 76 1 Plus Macelin que roi en Angleterre   
Cyanogen SUM  MACULES ~ skin diseases 
CALUMNIES  -   PLUMES           (chemtrails 
Alter MASCULINE          

AngleterreMacelin: large client rename  (Anu?) regimental  
cleaner entrance  lager  large  mile  increment  ale. (in Brew) 

lager and ale is Brew is the Celtic month of  May 13  to  June  9 
sounds like the first large increment of moving Earth off the current 
orbit – already started by small mileages August 2011. 

CALUMNIES   The making of false and defamatory statements in order to cause damage – in this case by the chemtrails 
 

7 15 1 Devant cite' de l'Insubre contree   
AN  BEORC  ANTIC   
OBSCURE  NEBULISER    
ONCE  ELICITED,  ENTER  IN  SUB CORE  
DUE  (to)  ENLISTED  DECEIT  (plot)  
 B  (is Celtic rune for Birch & Sunday) 

 

L'INSUBRE = Lune  (moon)  Ribs  (from Leo)  burn  Isle  (Earth) 

Leonines on the moon  – slayer ray ‘Ribs’  is not the Regulans 

AN  Anun.nakim    BEORC  sky rune for Ursa Major 
who have treaties/trades  with the  American military 
chemtrails a plot by those from Sirius and Orion (An) 
chemicals enter into  the bio sphere 

BIRCH tree date is December 24 – January 20 
 

 

8 100 1 Pour l'abondance de larme respandue|great amount of tears shed 

Abnormal Modern POURABLE POUUDER.  
LABOUR PROUULED  Spanned, Calendar   
AMPERES  DEED    (coronal mass ejection)           
ALEC  POUUER - SPARED U.N.   unspared 

 

continues: from the top to the bottom & the bottom to the top 

this describes Earth poles shifting↑ 
chemtrails prowled year round 

AMPERES DEED  =  grand pulse 
or  UNSPARED  POUUER. ALECED means Cygnus Other Worlders 
The calendar begins to lose its days  in Scorpio, Earth is tipping 

10 90 1 Cent fois mourra le tyran inhumain   
ANCIENT  TYREAN  [Iraq]-  AINHUM            (men in black) 
LYTERIAN  HUMAN  INFECTION  Oƒ 
American Myst                             (chemtrails & H.A.A.R.P) 

TYREAN  Akkadian  AINHUM a disease where the digits fall off and the 
person becomes like the walking dead  LYTERIAN means the end of an 
illness, followed by the word HUMAN saying the humans are the disease 
Oƒ is in Capricorn – see SANDRA-SANDI  &  MEN IN BLACK 

 

1 46  2 Grand feu du ciel en trois nuicts tumbera   
MUST CANCEL NITROUS  DEUU  EBE  ARE  DRIFTING  
Electronic  Units  Strontium  Infectious  Bacterium 

The connection between the “electrical units” and the bacteria is the 
H.A.A.R.P. Also – the “bacterium” have “electrical units of their own 

a great fire will fall from the sky for three nights 
NITROUS  DEUU  is also the atmosphere and the method these EBEs 
feed    EBE: Extra-terrestrial Biological Entities    DRIFTNG Chemtrails 
Here we have an oblique mention of a much kept 
secret regarding the prevention of Cancer.  

 

According to Hulda Clark (dec.) all cellular life, be it from Parasites Pathogens or Pollution – contain a “vibrationary level”  that is: 
an electrical wave length at which they exist. By “zapping” these life forms with their matching frequency, they can be eliminated.   
I believe this is what “squeezing the waves” in 1 63  is partly about (a subject I have not yet published). You need to know that the 
lady who made this discovery and published it [IN “Cure for All Cancers”] was taken to Superior Court and won her case with all 
costs to be borne by the Plaintiffs. I will name the Plaintiffs here and provide you with the Case Number.  

5 40 3 COULOMETRIES  TOLUIC  In Hulda Clarkes books on Parasites Pathogens & Pollution: she states that the electrical vibrations 
of certain parasites responds to toluene.  In the vignettes of Cesar de Nostredame – one shows a pope with a (grey) bird overhead 
dropping worms.  The bird seems to me to mean chemtrails, the pope is always Sirius. An oblique mention is made in MEDICAL 
VACCINATIONS & CHEMTRAILS : 1 76 3 regarding taenia, a tapeworm, in relation to chemtrails… PAPULE  TAENIA  GRAINS  RAPID 
FUGE [chemtrails] SPREADING UP PLANAR (the Jet Stream)    The cyst of e. granulosis for instance is when hydrated, the size of 
very small grains of rice but when desiccated – almost unsee-able. Toluene is very readily absorbed by the liver and pancreas where 
it attracts parasites! Toluene is used to sterilize the pipes through which all soft drinks and bottled liquids flow to the bottling dept   

Hulda Regehr Clark (18 October 1928 – 3 September 2009) CURE FOR ALL CANCERS – even though a consortium of medical 
practitioners including  QUACKWATCH.INC.COM, NATIONAL COUNCIL AGAINST HEALTH FRAUD, MESSRS BARRETT M.D.  et alia took 
Clark to Superior Court to disclaim her theories. She won the case and was awarded costs.  

I have a copy of this Court Order … BARRET ats CLARK  + + +  I am very happy to forward a copy to you – simply ask for it 

C-833021  date May 2 2007 at ALAMEDA SUPERIOR COURT  Judge Winifred Y Smith presiding.  

NEEDLESS TO SAY – ALL THOSE WHO MAKE A LIVING FROM “SEARCHING FOR CANCER CURES” WILL NOT LIKE THIS 
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FROM THE GLOSSARY OF ANCIENT “DECANS” 
CHEM - Leo 1st decan. THE ESTABLISHED. (Egypt) HYDRA  
 is as Raven/Corvus in front of the paws of Leo (not “Ribs”) 
Chief is Osiris – and many times the word “chief” in the 
quatrains is a key for Osiris/Anu 
Hydra, the enemy subdued the two headed Draco the 
Fleeing serpent from under Leo, dies by Scorpion (Antares) 
Leo 1st decan = Hydra.  Chem. [Khem/Egypt]  the established 
rending Hydra's flesh – Aquilon [the eagle = above Scorpio]    
trodden under foot – is Hydra 
……………………………………………………………. 

In this vignette you can see Hydra has two heads – one 
at each end.  This may be Draco – of two minds   
This tree looks like an Apple tree or Ash tree (a date) 
Pophys is ‘blessing’ Hydra.    Pophys is always Sirius. 
The bird is meant to be a Crow/Raven, (from Corvus 
constellation) and appears grey – meaning the greys 
It is sending chemtrails in the form of parasites.  
There are five of them. This will have a meaning, which 
is uncertain at the moment. Apple tree date Dec 23- 31 
Also means on a Friday        The dates for Ash Tree are:  
February 18 – March 17.  May 25 – June 3. Nov 22 -  Dec 1 

 

3 9  2 Tiendront autour la grand mer Occeane    
DAMN  U.N.-  ERECT GRANULAR –  
RATIONED  C.E. TO  DOE 

Occeane  = E.C. canoe (on a Sunday) also a pun on flooding 

GRANULAR – time portal – chemtrails  e granulosis (hydatid tapeworm) 

C.E. = A.D. to  DOE = Capricorn (Deer/stag) 
 

4 37  2 Occupera le grand lieu de l'Insubre 

U.N. DENIAL RAILED  ~ PURE  LIE   
NEBULISER   REAL  DANGER      (H.A.A.R.P)   

Occuperal'Insubre…Score  up  incurable – crepuscular  I  Bone 
CREPUSCULAR  resembling, or relating to twilight.   I = Dec 18-20 
Bone is in Capricorn, clearly stating the 30 hours of darkness! 

 

8 48  2 Dedans Feurier Chaldondon salva-terre 
                ADULTERER  REINFUSE 

UNSAFER  CHLORDANE  DAN 
ADULTERERS  DEADEN  ENDOCHONDRAL  
HERALDIC  LOANS  DEAFENS … A.D  ENDS  
AS  DETERRED  RICHER  FURIES  {as]  UNSAFE   

This is interesting. The RICHER FURIES may well be C.E.R.N. 

Within February COLD HOAR - FINE UNDER (Australia) saving ↓ 
ADULTERER  of the air we all breathe, & by fluoridation of our water 
DAN is in Scorpio – when they began the new aerial toxin … 
HERALDIC LOANS – a method by which to own that which you 
put up as security.   The money lenders have had access to time 
portals & they know you can’t repay these loans … due to Anno 
dommini & the new Age arriving – the Age of Wood 

 

   8 48  2   Endochondral ossification, Is one of the two essential processes during foetal development of the mammalian      
skeletal system by which bone tissue is created...Wiki.   salva-terre (salvateur)   here is one of Nostradamus’ interesting 
“home made” words conveying exactly what he needs to say. The word ‘salvateur’ means “saving” but that was not quite 
‘good enough’ for Nostradamus. He has turned it into SAVING  EARTH.  He is saying that an early ice age ( a “Minimum” 
he has called it in other lines, a Maunder Minimum such as he lived through) is going to save Earth. Yet Australia, which 
he frequently calls “UNDER” is “FINE”. This fits in with science on two accounts. When the Gulf Stream stops, there is expected 
to be a mini ice age in the northern hemisphere – and on the other hand – if it is true what Nostradamus says about Earth being 

moved “out of harm’s way” – then that also may include a mini ice age if the southern hemisphere is pointed towards a  sun FINE↑ 

 

8 60  2  Par mer et terre aux Anglois et Paris  
X PREARM  RARE TYPES  LYSOGEN   
RATE  TAU  (nineteenth letter Gk alphabet)                            

By sea and earth to GAIN SPIRAL OS   (in Capricorn) 

X  is a joint partnership – Sirius and the U.N.?      RARE = G. E. 
TAU could mean the Nordic Tau Cetians, as a number it is 300 

 

  8 60 2  LYSOGEN    a bacterial cell or strain that has been infected with a temperate [tempered?] virus …Wiki  

 

10 80  2   Par force d'armes les grands portes d'airain see   10 48 3 
Iƒ  [is]  OUR  NOTABLE SEFIROT INVADER  
GIVEN ORDINATEƒ GOVERNING BOULANGER LABOUR,  
RONTIER  DRIVEN  NON  TENABLE | tenable Onn (March 

By armed forces the great brass gates will be opened 

RONTIER = Industrial spraying equipment  (for Chemtrails) 
SEFIROT = relates to Rigel (in Orion) and the Empire (Anu) 
BOULANGER  LABOUR – spreading Mesolite by chemtrails 
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10 80  2   By armed forces the great brass gates will be opened…this is interesting.    First – which great brass gates would these 
be? Gates to a D.U.M.B?  Deep Underground Military Base? Is this saying that the army forces the gates to be opened to 
LET IN  people? It also harks back to 10 100 4 and The Prince of Dark Men (4 27 Dannemarc).      These speak of armed 
forces arriving by stage gate from Sirius.         The “Prince of Dark Men” could also be a reference to a negro president. 
 

10 98  2 Ne luira plus, long temps sera sans sel 
LED ME  (to) GUARANTEE  ENCODINGS… 

RE AGENT  RESUMED  DOING  GENOCIDES TALE 
GUN  GENERATES  DECOLONISING OILS  
RESULT ALL  SUMER  REGION  EASTER   
CO-DESIGN  CONS  SECOND  ING (harvest) 

For a long time she (a maiden) will lack salt  
referring to SEEMS NOSTRADAMUS LIES where he speaks of 
the timeline changing for the Peru Slip.        This event is now 
placed squarely at the Winter Equinox Yew Tree Day. The same 
date as the Canary Islands Tectonic plates event. Could be two 
different years, but I don’t feel it is, after working on these texts. 

 

   10 98  2 CO-DESIGN   CONS  SECOND  ING. Several times now, Nostradamus says that there are two plans/arrangements. The 
Corporate designed plan of the harvest (ING) which coincides with the word ARES (manslaughter) throughout the texts. This is  
the False Rapture – the cannibals – the “feast” of the Other Worlders who for long have “fasted”. They are here to take advantage 
of not only victims of warfare, but victims of the great upheavals which appear to start for them at Rio de Janeiro. There seems to  
be two such “harvests” – the other being in Europe somewhere. The Middle East. If I am being blasé to you, when I mention such 
occasions – I am not.  To my knowledge I do not see anyone else trying to warn people about these events, someone needs to do it. 
This is what the two veils mean in the vignette – one disguising the Other Worlders and the other black one disguising their real 
intent. One showing a “good” angel and the other showing its alter ego. These could well be the Zetas and their agenda. 
 

10 99  2  Timide dama seront avec mastins  
TITANISM  (the Anu)  SCAM     Satan mimics St.  
mass mist antic - mist is mans act       
IS  M  (Orion)  SAINT ’ S   TREASON  

Will be with the timid deer (hind) early…  this is saying early in 
Capricorn (hind) (also stated in a vignette, with Fir tree Dec 21) 
chemtrails 

 

Here is non-disclosure – the veils of 
Other Worlders …on the left: from Leo,  
from Crux/Grus/Crane, the fleurs-de- lis  
is a triad of what we call the Anun.nakim. 
The sword of Orion is controlled by the 
Leonines. The sheep fold is an obsolete 
name for Ursa Major.   Dove means the 
Pleiades,  urn is Aquarius and Pond/pool 
can be in Scorpio. Since Ursa Major is in 
Cancer, this is Scorpio.  On the right see 
two veils?. One is black [1 77 3]. Pophys is 
Sirius with black book & four stars which 
could be the “insane four due” of the 
Nibiru system & “feuding auras” of 8 10 2.  

 

1 8   3 Ton mal s'approche. Plus sera tributaire   
NOTE:  AMELIORANT  AIR   
REATTRIBUTION   SCROPHULES   PLASMA     

Bad times approach you. No longer will you be enslaved 
AMELIORANT  changing  the  AIR   
Spreading   TUBERCULOSIS  in the air 

 

1 11  3 Glaves, feux, eaux, puis aux nobles Romains   
SOME  ANXIOUS  SIGNAL NORMALISE  
LABOR   USE  FUSILAGE  PUXIS  ORGANISMS                     

               AIMS   XENOBL  ORGANISMAL   GLANIS                     
ROME’S  ANALOGISM   AUXIN 
XPS  ROAM  MOIRAS  (asteroids) 
NOBLE  ALMONRIES   (the price we will all pay) 

ROME’S ANALOGY: either ROMAN/NORMA/Leo SELF GROWTH or 
those fed by the Wolf,  (Romulus & Remus, the twins) Wolf  is Lupus  

 

Swords (war) fire (CME) floods (Earth tips) then noble Romans 
(Normas/Leonine/Regulans, since they are ‘noble’).    The order of 
events, although ‘swords’ is a cipher for Orion too  
SOME  ANXIOUS:  are the elite with agenda 21 and those behind them 
trying  to make the chemtrails appear  issued for  “the good of us all” 

XENOBL  the closest I can get to this is Xenophile  – an attraction to 
foreign (alien) things AUXIN =self growth XPS is the triad mentioned 
in 6 44 1  ISTAR ERIDANU PELEUS “triad induce asteroid ordinates” 
Wolf was once a name for Scorpio, and Lupus was once a name for  

1 11  3 SIGNAL  NORMALISE  someone is trying to tell everyone that this will bring things (the climate) back to normal  

 

1 20  3   Par langues estranges seront tendues tentes             
                GRANTS   UNTESTED        (not tested safe) 

PSALTER   ROTTEN  GRANULES 

Tents shall be pitched by foreign (alien) dialect “tent” 
here meaning our own domicile – the Earth “pitched” 

PSALTER    spread in the air 
 
 
 

 
 

Isaiah 24:20  The earth shall reel to and fro like a drunkard, and shall be  removed  like a tent;  

and its transgression shall be heavy upon it; and it shall fall, and not rise again.  
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Lost Books of Enki :- And in the end there will be a new Earth and a new Heaven, (new astronomy) 

                                    and for prophets there will be no more need.                     Seal of Endubsar 
In “Ornament of his Times” Nostradamus states in 3 94 “for five hundred years more, one will keep count of him” 
When deciphering years from within the quatrains, the starting date (in this case 1555, the publication date of the 
quatrains) needs to have added to it the cipher number.     Nostradamus had told Allan Webber that the date that the 
numeral nought was first published is the cipher number.  That is: as Jain published his mathematical thesis in 458 AD.  
Adding 458 to 1555 gives 2013. The word “more” has meant “more or less” in other lines, so if we add 500 to the year 
Nostradamus died (1566) we get 2066. In August 2065 (4 67 “when Mars and Saturn equal fiery”) is the alignment date 
for the beginning of the year which includes 2066. Wormwood is supposed to arrive in August the year of 2065.  
Wormwood means Artemis Alba and Artemis is a key word for Orion. Alba means silver grey – a Grayle?             
Interesting that Nostradamus might be using the Egyptian calendar in this instance for the “ending of a year” as this was 
in August for the Egyptians. The “blurring” of the lion and the virgin (Leo and Virgo) is the message of the Sphinx.    
This means, of course – that it is a female head on the Sphinx. The “end of an age” and the commencement of another.  
The line “when Mars and Saturn are equal fiery”, that is, equal in size to our view- could also mean that is the time 
Earth becomes seated in an orbit which causes Mars and Saturn to appear the same all the time. 
 

1 76  3 Puis grand peuple par langue et faict dira 
UPPED  PLANAR  GRANULAR  
RAPID FUGE SPREADING UP 

PALER GRANULE ~ ANGULAR  
PAPULE  TAENIA*   GRAINS    go to page 2 & vignette    

Then great people (off worlders) by words spoken and (great) deeds 
                                  by spoken word = voice activation 
chemtrails 
TAENIA* we know these as tape worms, but they come in various forms 

 

1 77  3 Le sien Neptune pliera voille noire   (voilé = warp) 
                ON LIES,  RELIES  PILE ~ 

PERIL  ALVEOLI  VARIOLE  OIL  ILL   

they  unfurl  black  sail  [veil]  for Neptune   
black sail – setting sail in outer space: moving Earth 
ON  [Oannes] LIES,  RELIES  PILE ~ (Pleiadians) 

 

 1 77  3  Le sien =  one’s/Earth’s.   voilé = warp/blurred-misty   voille  =  veil /sail    NEPTUNE codes within codes at the end 
 

1 89  3 Le cours marin viendra pres d'haute velle 
Virus  SPREAD  Marine  LEVEL.   
Viral molecules, Death  

The seaside track will come near the high valley =  
high flooding 

 

1 100 3 Tenant au bec un verdoyant rameau 

Needle recuperates outdated sore 
Release (into) untested poorer educated 

Sure outdated potence re-released  

 
SAY NO MORE 

 

2 15  3 L'erain public par terre et mer vuidé 
METRE  AERIAL  PARTICLE  IN  PUBLIC  RAIN  

 
MEASURE PARTICLES IN RAIN WHICH AFFECTS THE PUBLIC 

 

2 17  3  Le grand conduict est caché dans la male  
UNCITED ALLERGEN CLANGORED LANDS     
ALLEGE   MALE  ‘CATCHES’  ACHE  
DEDUCTIONS [from] Challenger DATE 

AND TEST EACH CACHE... lands  ache 

CHALDEANS (Ur) - HAS CALENDS            

The great conduit  is hidden in the  basement = HADRON or time portal 
Chemtrails - saying  here that chemtrails started January 1986... 
Space Shuttle = Challenger episode? Jan. 28 1986 
saying: test each shuttle after that, knowing it would happen again or test each 
hidden load of chemtrails in the fuel  see 2 10.3 CHALDEANS being parallel to 
the MAYA  might be the same as the [Ur] Calendar, but not yet made public 

 

2 23  3 Combien que hors fleuve ennemi repoulsé 
LEPEROUS  OPOSCULE  (small piece of work) 
USEFUL  COMBINE  HOURS   
LEPROUS  BIOME  FLEUU  FUEL   

HORUS  SOUL, MOB  CLOSE  FLOUUERS   
POEM ‘Q’  RUNE (orbit)  RULES  [this] POEM   
 

 

BIOME = android,  E.B.E.N.  FLEUU  FUEL = chemtrails  
OPOSCULE - rare, small =zeta  greys  FLEUU LEPROUS   
HORUS  son of Osiris/Isis associated with Taurus   
FLOWERS: seems to me this means the time portal - now 
verse to be taken as the astronomical (Q = orbit) 

2 27  3 Du reserant [unlock] le secret estoupé [hidden away] 
TEST SPOUTED UNSERRATED POUUDER ~  
POUUERED SPOUT SECRETES.   
ALERTNESS:  UNDERRATES CERES   

ENTREASURED  ETERNAL  SECRET.  

Unlocking the hidden secret  (the stage gate/stargate) 
Chemtrails 
CERES – Sirius,  also the name of an asteroid, any asteroid 
the hidden texts uses the name of an asteroid to mean one 
ETERNAL SECRET – the stage gate – stargate is the “treasure” 
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2 35  3 Pres de deux fleuves pour seul il adviendra 

                POUUERS  FLEUU  SPREAD  FUEL.   
DEEDS  RAPE ~ EXUDED  ILL     

                UXED  FLUX.  -  RUINED   

 

RUINED   everything: biosphere, atmosphere 
oceans, waterways, you name it 
RAPE = to attack   FLUX to flow 

 

2 37  3 Peste et famine tous les devorera   
1. FINE  REPEAT  DEUULESS  FEMINATE SOUL   
1. AIMS  SEED OUR FATE ~  

2.RARE TOLUENES  ATOM   
2.EMULATIONS   USED   FILAMENTOUS    
                        
** “repeats emulations” could also mean 
 that the Greys are replicating themselves        

DEUULESS  FEMINATE SOUL REPEAT = from Procyon 

FILAMENTOUS = Morgellan’s disease   see Boulangerite  and Mesolite     
Chemtrails    ’DEWLESS’, ‘feminate soul’ is a particular grey, there are 
two clues here.    This is a Grey which might not “feed” by ‘adsorbing’ 
(through the skin) but may be the greys which need iodine (seaweed and 
nitrates) which also happen to have a gender, along with a “soul”.  
The ‘adsorbent’ Greys don’t have either.   The “feminate soul” Greys are 
concerned about Earth and over population.                      

3 81  3 La hardiesse de son contentieux 

               UNITE  DESIRES  LIAR  HAD  RAISED 
SO CONTENT SEED CONTINENT   
ENCODES: DEAL RASH  (and or RASH DEAL)         

 
LIAR  IS THE Zeta greys  who  HAD  RAISED  DESIRES by stimulating 
the brains of their abductees           SO here could be OS – in Capricorn 
RASH DEAL  would be the treaty the American military made with them 

 

4 63  3 Paysans fais pousseront tost faugnars   
A.A. (ancient aliens) GUN  SPRAYS  

SOFT ONEROUS ROTTEN FUGATOS  
PORTENTOUS  FRANZESS*  YASNA                     

 

FUGATOS = fumitories. Chemtrails 
*“frounciness” ~ the chemtrail  .A.A- ancient astronauts 
* a set of 7 hymns to Zarathustra (a Persian leader) Lord of Rings 
  YASNA  a spiritual odyssey through the modern world 

 

4 78  3 Septante neuf meurtris dedans la ville 
FUME  ELLIPSE  Viral  Deadliness 
FEMUR  [Sagittarian] ILL, DIES 

EDDANS  FUTUREMEN   
TRUE  VAN-DALS  PEST                       
SEVILLE   SLEEPS  ~  SAD END   
PELATES  UN-EATEN,  VILLA-LESS  

Seventy nine dead in the village. It is the number 79 to note 
quatrain 4 79 does carry on the theme of destruction to S.W France 
Chemtrails 
EDDANS = ancient legendary Norse Verses, the Anu giants of Vanir 
PELATES     the striped fish seen in  I PET GOAT 

UN-EATEN – hungry  SEVILLE  in southern Spain 
VILLA-LESS – homeless  

 

6 1  3 Pres de Garonne du grant temple du Mas 

APES (Sirius)    
SPREAD PLUMED UNGRADED DRUG,  
PRESS  PLUMMETED  DAN [in Scorpio]   
PUMMELED  ORGANS                                         

 
 
DAN [in Scorpio]  but could also mean from Antares, closely aligned to 
Ophiucus 
 

6 11  3 Fratricider les deux seront seduicts 
XEUS UXED  RESILED  DEXTEROUSNESS  
INTRODUCES REDUCTIONS ELDERS –  
SEDUCTION SUITED U.N. 
FRACTICIDER  ELUDES  
EXUDES  SORTED  DESTRUCTIONS 

 
XEUS small craft 

"SEXUPARA SINGLE PULSE ENSLAVING – 
XEUS CRAFT SVENGALI FAUNS " 3:54.1 

FRACTICIDER  =  killer of family 
gives off various different destructions 

 

6 16  3 Les noirs du temple du lieu de Negrisilve 

UUIELDED DESIGNER RUSTED IRON DUST ~  
RESILING  PLUMED  ION.   
UUILD  LESIONS  REIGN 

 

8 7  3 Courir par Siene eau, sang, feu par Florence 

PAIRS: GUANASE  NAUSEA UNEASE.  
PERSIAN [Iran] COURIER.  
USA  Engineers Enforce Pagan Fuel -   

 

 

8 48  3 Sault Castalon affailli de trois pars   
PAIRS:  ASSAILS  PORTSIDE  ATLAS  
AIRPORTS IDEALLY STALL  
ON ACTUAL DEPOSITARY  
CAST ILL ON ALL ASIA.    
or AISA CAST ILL ON  ALL   
LAST LOANS  EDITORIALLY  DIS-ALLY  CULT         

 
PORTSIDE  ATLAS  - the left hand side to France. Looking at an Atlas 
the left hand side to France is UK – Ireland – Greenland – New York 
but if one is standing in France it becomes Italy and Iraq 
AIRPORTS IDEALLY STALL  ACTUAL DEPOSITARY of chemtrails  go 
to page 10 
DIS-ALLY  CULT   the Illuminati?      
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8 60  3 Merveilleux faitz par celle grand mesnie 
DAMN  GENDARMES  ALLERGEN  CELL.  
REILLUME – RECALL NAME  
IMMENSE DANGER   A. D         
MISMANNERED  ENEMIES   
RUE  ITZ  LARGE  FLUXILE  PARCEL 

Marvellous deeds by that great troop 
GENDARMES   Zeta greys – the DECEITFUL  LIARS in other lines 
REILLUME: LET PEOPLE KNOW, REMIND THEM ABOUT NAMES 

RECALL NAME   other lines have asked me to collect all the names       
of the Anu world wide.     So far there are 112 
LARGE  FLUXILE  PARCEL = CHEMTRAILS 

 

9 28  3 Partir du goulfre et Sinus Illirique 

SIN ~ U.S. EQUIP  REINFEST TURGID  DRUG,  
FOUL  ENTRIES, UNITES  SINUS  ILLS  (all of)  
FREEST PART uuorld… DUG Oil - Gulf                          
PRATIQUE  REUNITES  FREE  UNITS 
 

 
PRATIQUE      is the license given to a ship to enter port on 
assurance from the captain to convince the authorities that   
she is free from contagious disease. 
REUNITES  FREE  UNITS  of ? 

9 29  3 Feu neuf par saignes, butiment a` Charlieu 

AS  [god of the Aesir] BEGINS  TANACH  RA  (C.M.E) 
PAGANISE  SUBMITTANCE  
PARFEN  -  MINUTE  FEW    
UNTHEMATIC  FUEL  BIT HUMECTANT.  
U.N. LIE. ARITHMETICAL BEINGS  (Anu) 
REASSIGN  CHART  MULTI   BRANCHIATE*  MENU 

 
TANACH  canon of the Hebrew Bible. includes Revelation 
PAGANISE – the Anun.nakim are the real pagans 
PARFEN  A person who has risen, climbed up, or has been 
promoted to a higher class – ascended? 
 
*Bronchial     via chemtrails        

 

9 65  3 Les fruitz immeurs seront a` la grand esclandre 
ARROGANT  LENDERS  TREASON  SURFEIT  
SUMER  - IZMIT - NOGARET... NORSE  FURIES 
IT  IZ  SUMMER  MMI  CALENDAR’S   (2001 – 911?)                             
FUSILEER  USERS  SEL [idea]  RE: FUEL 
DANGERS  ASCEND  CALENDS   DECANS  (last page) 

The unripe fruit will be the subject of great scandal (paedophilia) 
The Loans debacle  Above treason 
SUMER = Iraq    IZMIT = Turkey  [to]   NOGARET. =  S. W. France..  
NORSE   an asteroid chain ref from Edda an asteroid, any asteroid 
Twin Towers?  
Chemtrails 

 

9 74  3 Retour encores aux honneurs d'Artemide   
NONE TIMED SERRATED  Exhaust    
TRADES  NEURONS   (moves brain neurons around) 

 

AS   UX  RUNE  RUN  TREASURED  CORE   
ONCE  [after]  DIAMETER  (orbit)  ROUTE  REROUTED  -  
 

d'Artemide (Orion) edit dream read timed dread item 

Exhaust = chemtrails  
 

CORE = Kore – stage gate AS   god of aettir/Aesir 
UX - astronomical  RUNE = partnership of the gods 
DIAMETER = ROUTE  = ORBIT   

9 95  3 Tendant secour de Millannoile eslite  
DEMANDS  TENANTED  OIL 
OCTANES  CONDENSATE ASCENT   
U.N- ESCORTED UN-DEMOCR(atic)                        
SEE END ~ LEONINE  ASCENDENT 
LIST EN, TITLED  DOCUMENT-ARIES   
T  TILES  (that)  ENTITLES  COUNTER  SOURCE     
 
 
 
 

Millannoile = a lemon in ill – alien On mill 
Chemtrails      
see 3 9 3 Leo rising on the boreal horizon - ambiguous 
To the collator. Leo rising – could mean the false rapture 
The Pact puppeteers?  From Leo 
LIST EN – Erid.anus – yes I listed the names of the Anu 
T = Ursa Major (and Leonines) TILES  for the false rapture 

10 48  3  Troubles passant aupres du pont de Laigne                     
SATAN  (Sapless)  GENITOR  USED  ALIGNED  PLANETOID  
ABLE PASS REGULATION PURSUED UPON   
LINEAGE DETAIL ~ LINEAGE RELEGATION  
SAPLESS (Satan) PURPOSED SUPPURD   
BOULANGERITE  TROUBLES  

 

see photo taken by the author and chapter “Crop Circles & Planetoid” 
GENITOR – genes provider = the Anun.nakim with mobile planets 
SAPLESS – insectoide.  Biome.    The Mantids of Cassiopeia 
SUPPUR’D = dined?  
lead antimony sulphide: hair like fibres = Morgellan’s disease?   
 

 

Laigne   Genial angel  in gale I (eve of winter solstice: Dec 18,19,20) NIL AGE – (end of the A.D. age)  
Nag lie: either Pegasus “lies down” [meaning the Earth does]  or those from Pegasus lie. Leg (Pegasus) in A (Dec 22) 

 

10 79  3 Le grand Mercure d'Hercules fleur de lis           
FEELS  CURED  SELF - CURE  LARYNGES 
NAMED CRUDER  LURCHED  CLUE  HER  SELF 

GRAYLES  GENDARME  RULED  SLYER  DANGER  
RUDELY  FUELLED 
RESCHEDULES  DAMN   REFUEL     

The great Hermes (Thoth), Hercules (greys)  fleur de lis 
(Anun.nakim) 

CRUDER  LURCHED  CLUE  the Earth being moved 

GRAYLES  the very tall skinny silvery Ursa Major/Pegasus Grayles 
 
Chemtrails          

LIST EN, TITLED  DOCUMENTARIES  or LISTEN DOCUMENT TITLED ARIES – there has been no pdf titled “Aries”,  but there is one  Easter 
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Footnotes 
CHEMTRAILS 
1. The operation is a joint project between the Pentagon and the pharmaceutical industry.  
2. The Pentagon wishes to test biological diseases for war purposes on unsuspecting populations. It was stated that SARS is a failure as the 
expected  
     rate   of mortality was intended to be 80%.  
3. The pharmaceutical industry is making trillions on medications designed to treat both fatal and non-fatal diseases given to populations.  
4. The bacteria and viruses are freeze-dried and then placed on fine filaments for release.  
5. The metals released along with the diseases heat up from the sun, creating a perfect environment for the bacteria and viruses to thrive in the air    
     supply.  
6. Most countries being sprayed are unaware of the activities and they have not consented to the activities.  
He states that commercial aircraft flying are one of the delivery systems.  
7. Most of the "players" are old friends and business partners of the senior Bush.  
8. The ultimate goal is the control of all populations through directed and accurate spraying of drugs, diseases, etc.  
9. People who have tried to reveal the truth have been imprisoned and killed.  
    I'm a retired government scientist 
    This whole chemtrail issue is related to the plan for decreasing the world population to around 450-500 million 
http://www.conspiracyplanet.com/channel.cfm?channelid=42&contentid=206 
Each year the government has guessed which strains were most likely to spread. They seem to always guess right - don't they? 
The purpose of the chemicals in the chemtrails is to help the viral envelope fuse with lung cells, permitting easier penetration and infection. 
The anthrax spraying will probably come under the guise of a flu protection program to “save” those still alive after the epidemic 
Germany becomes the First Country to admit Clandestine Chemtrails Operations 
http://www.chycho.com/?q=Chemtrails 
Chemtrails Coming out of the Closet 
http://www.rense.com/general67/someth.htm 
Chemtrails explained 
Putting the pieces together 
The Theft of Sunlight 
http://www.carnicom.com/light1.htm  
How to See Mystery Chemtrail Aerosol Filaments 
http://www.rense.com/general39/chhmit.htm  
Weather Modification Technologies Patents (partial List) 
http://users.ev1.net/~seektress/patlist.htm  
Chemtrails  
By William Thomas (Investigative Journalist) 
http://www.willthomas.net  
Chemical and Biological Testing on Human Beings 
Feb 19, 2003  
(Speaking about Black Magic-Ed!) 
Chemical and Biological testing on Humans-Special Report 
The Chemtrail Crisis - An Overview and Update  
By Amy Worthington The Idaho Observer 
The Chemtrail Crisis  
Chemtrails over America - A Special Report 
ONCE HEALTHY PLACES: In recent past years you were able to go to a natural area of high negative ionization such as forests, mountains, beaches, 
and waterfalls. These were considered healthy places. All of that has changed. The government and military aerosol (chemtrail) activity in the 
atmosphere, over our cities and world has damaged and negated the ability of natural resources to produce healthy negative ions as before.  
The total effect is a great increase in positive ions on and around your body and in your total living environment.  
http://home1.gte.net/quakker/Documents/Chemtrails_Over_America.htm  
THE CHEMTRAILS PICTURE PAGE 
William Thomas 
Investigative Journalist, Author, Videographer 
http://www3.bc.sympatico.ca/Willthomas/chempics/chempics.htm  
Chemtrails - Barium, Aluminum, Titanium 
Confirmed In Rainwater  
From The Enterprise Mission 
Michael Bara, Richard C. Hoagland 
"In fact, the effect on Earth is becoming so pronounced that some elements of our own government appear to be engaged in a crash program to 
counteract the warming trend. A recently uncovered paper by the "Father of the H-Bomb," -- none other than Edward Teller himself -- has 
described the outline of this program in detail. In it, he specifically advocates the reduction of global temperatures by spreading particulates in the 
atmosphere from jet liners, exactly what we have been seeing in our skies ever since the publication of his paper in 1997. In fact, the whole 
program has taken on an air of desperation. The spraying is becoming increasingly obvious and open.  

http://www.conspiracyplanet.com/channel.cfm?channelid=42&contentid=206
http://www.chycho.com/?q=Chemtrails
http://www.rense.com/general67/someth.htm
http://home.iae.nl/users/lightnet/world/chemtrailsexplained.htm
http://www.carnicom.com/light1.htm
http://www.rense.com/general39/chhmit.htm
http://users.ev1.net/~seektress/patlist.htm
http://www.willthomas.net/
http://home.iae.nl/users/lightnet/world/chemicaltesting.htm
http://home.iae.nl/users/lightnet/world/chemtrailscrisis.htm
http://home1.gte.net/quakker/Documents/Chemtrails_Over_America.htm
http://www3.bc.sympatico.ca/Willthomas/chempics/chempics.htm
http://www.rense.com/general21/conf.htm
http://www.rense.com/general18/scatteringEdTellerwithnotes.pdf
http://www.atomicmuseum.com/tour/cw1.cfm
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Even the day after the 9/11 attacks, when virtually everyone in the country knew that only military planes were allowed to fly, some spraying 
continued." 

Have You Been Looking At The Sky Lately? 
 

Have you noticed how it keeps threatening to rain, only for the skies to suddenly clear and if it rains, there isn't sufficient rain to fill our dams? 
Have you noticed how some aeroplane trails don’t disappear in seconds like they’re supposed to? 
Have you noticed how the trails spread slowly across the sky to form a thin wispy haze for hours? 
Chemicals such as Nitrous Oxide, Aluminum Oxide and Barium at a level of 10 microns, in the forms of Mold, Bacteria, Pathogens within red-blood-
cells in unusual fibres, Viruses and other biological agents are at play. 

Origin of the Name "Morgellan’s"    Geographic Concentration of Morgellan’s (aka Morgellon’s) 
Wikipedia:  "The name Morgellan’s was coined in 2002 by Mary Leitao of McMurray, PA, while investigating her son's unexplained rash. She named 
the condition Morgellan’s (with a hard g), after a condition from the monograph, 'A Letter to a Friend' by Sir Thomas Browne, in 1690, wherein he 
describes several medical conditions in his experience, including that endemial distemper of children in Languedoc, called the Morgellan’s, wherein 
they critically break out with harsh hairs on their backs. Also, a 1935 paper by British doctor, C.E. Kellett, identifies the name 'Morgellan’s' with the 
Provençal term masclous, or 'little flies.' It is doubtful that the 17th century disease has anything to do with modern day Morgellan’s; however, the 
similarities were such that Mary Leitao elected to use the name as a consistent label when addressing politicians, physicians and health 
departments."  
Mysterious, Unidentified Fibrils in Skin Lesions  
"Brain Fog"  
Chronic Fatigue  

Bizarre Morgellan’s Disease: A Nurse Describes Her Own Symptoms  
© 2006 by Linda Moulton Howe 

  

 
Mysterious and still-unidentified fibrils embedded in skin removed  

from facial lesion of three year old boy. Photomicrograph 60x courtesy 
Morgellan’s Research Foundation.  

HOW ARE CHEMTRAILS AFFECTING THE BEES?  NO MORE BEES, NO MORE POLLINATION, NO MORE PLANTS, NO MORE ANIMALS, NO MORE 
MAN." 

“If the bees were to die off – mankind would have four years” Einstein 
 

ABOUT CHEMTRAILS 
 

1. Weather modification?  2. Mass depopulation?  3. Mass inoculation? 
2. Dormant virus which will activate on mass vaccination 
3. Chemtrails, as opposed to contrails, take three or more hours to dissipate. 
4. Regular contrails disappear in about 20 minutes.  
5    Chemtrails tend to look flat, not spread out  
6      Another feature different from ordinary contrails is that mature chemtrails display a    
         vertical curtain of fall-off. [Described as “flounces” by Nostradamus.] 
7       Intense chemtrail spraying is done in tic-tac-toe, "X" and grids patterns.  
8       Spraying is generally done by the following planes: KC-10A, KC-135 (707) and C-130 for the   
         high altitude spraying, and C-130 turboprop aircraft for the low-level spraying.  
 

Low level spraying contains moulds and fungi and produces varying symptoms including: * headaches worse than migraines * heartburn * heart 
conditions * heart arrest, on the _rare_ occasion * flu-like symptoms * extreme fatigue * diarrhoea * pain and swelling of muscles and joints * 
dizziness * nausea * stiff neck * nagging sore throat * general malaise 
After spraying, gelatinous material is seen from low-flying, multi-engine aircraft. Cobweb-like material from higher-altitude spraying has been 
analysed in university government-licensed labs with some of the pathogens identified. 
  

WHAT IS IN CHEMTRAILS?  
THORIUM see 2 100 1 “Multitudes bleed” 

 

Part of the substances in the chemtrails have been identified: a cocktail of JP8+100 jet fuel, laced with Ethylene Dibromide (EDB).  
This chemical pesticide was banned in 1983 by the EPA as a definite carcinogen and chemical toxin. Exposure to this type spraying can include 
these symptoms: * respiratory tract problems * severe infections to the throat and sinuses * swelling of the lymph glands * coughing fits * 
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shortness of breath * sinus headaches * general respiratory failure * damage to the heart and liver * exposure to EDB makes people more 
susceptible to other biological agents due to severe lung irritation   
For lack of a better term, "brown goo" has been used to describe the material found on exterior walls of buildings and windshields of automobiles. 
It's almost impossible to remove with soap and water, and has proved to be highly toxic to anyone coming in contact with it. Don't touch it, handle 
it, or attempt to move it by yourself.   
"Numerous red and white blood cells, and unidentified cell types have been found within the sub-micron fibre sample previously presented and 
submitted on Jan. 20, 2000 to Carol M. Browner, Administrator of the United States Environmental Protection Agency. The cells appear to be of a 
freeze-dried or desiccated nature in their original form within the microscopic fibres." http://www.carnicom.com/bio1.htm  
1. A unique chemical marker used to identify the specific biological cocktail.  
    This marker is derived from a coral reef found in an ocean on the other side of the world.    
2. Samples contain a bacterium, Pseudomonas Fluorescins, which is responsible for serious blood infections. Mr. Thomas characterizes this 
organism as a bacterium that his research has shown to be named in more than 160 Pentagon patents pertaining to both biological warfare 
applications and aerosol inoculation experiments. It is also cited in DOD literature as an experimental bio warfare bacteria. Additionally, 
Pseudomonas Fluorescins is known to attack the respiratory system and is associated with severe coughing fits, general weakness, and vertigo and 
is extremely resistant to most antibiotics.  
3. Some samples contained Pseudomonas Aeruginosa which invade and attack the respiratory system. Once infected by this bacteria, the linings of 
the lungs produce a thick mucous which results in breathing difficulties, coughing fits, and shortness of breath, following only minor physical 
exertion. After the infections have taken hold, Aeruginosa generates a wide range of toxic proteins which cause extensive tissue damage and 
severely compromises the immune system. It is also associated with bronchitis, pneumonia, ear and eye infections, meningitis, muscle and joint 
pain, cystic fibrosis, and gastrointestinal distress. Aeruginosa is also very antibiotic-resistant.    
4. A fungus called Streptomyces has also turned up in these cocktails. This fungus is normally found _inside_ a research laboratory since its primary 
use is in the production of antibiotics like Tetracycline and Streptomycin. The non-lab form of this fungus can cause severe infections in human 
beings.    
5. The last component discovered in these cocktails is a special bacillus which contained what is known as a DNA restriction enzyme. What this 
allows, in effect, is gene splicing. A scientist can take a specific length from a DNA chain and transfer it to another organism creating a mutation. 
This substance is found only in genetic engineering laboratories.  
The technology exists for a type of DNA vaccine.  
One of its uses is to create exotic viruses with specific characteristics and pathologies.    
6. Build up your immune system.  
Eliminate fatty foods, refined sugar, white flour, salt, coffee, alcohol, tobacco and recreational drugs. Drink plenty of pure water.  
Take supplements of vitamins A, C, E and zinc. Echinacea and Goldenseal have also proved helpful. Some folks suggest daily doses of colloidal silver 
as well as gargling with it. Don't burn your candle at both ends; get plenty of sleep. Olive Leaf Extract and carotenes, plenty of anti-oxidants, such as 
Prunes and rosehip and organic carrots. 
If it is indeed a case of mass inoculation, then you might ask why the government doesn’t just come out with their spraying plans. 
 Here are some possible explanations.  
 1. Liability. People have died as a result of these sprayings. 
 2. It formally tells potential terrorist attackers we're preparing for a specific disease and they might alter their plans to use a     
     different pathogen.  
 3. Avoid mass panic.  
 4. Avoid lawsuits over huge civil rights infringements. Whoever agreed to be sprayed?  
 

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS CONCERNED OVER CHEMTRAILS see page 6 … 8 48 3 AIRPORTS IDEALLY STALL  ACTUAL DEPOSITARY of chemtrails   
by William Thomas 
Vancouver, Canada Mar. 5, 2002…As continuing chemtrail activity culminated in massive aerial spraying over Vancouver Island and Washington 
state yesterday- and broadening plumes once again fanned out to haze clear blue skies - Air Traffic Controllers at major airports across the United 
States expressed concern over the emissions constantly showing up on their radar screens. 
"Chemtrails” is the term widely used to describe the brilliant white ‘trails laid down by U.S. Air Force tanker planes photo-identified over North 
America and a dozen other allied nations in a process the U.S. Air Force calls “aerial obscuration”. 
Chemtrails are real.  
After a five-year investigation into chemtrails - including interviews with air traffic controllers (thanks to reporter ST Brendt), scientists actually 
involved in this project (thanks to reporter Bob Fitrakis), NASA and NOAA atmospheric studies, and corroboration from independent scientific lab 
tests on rain and snow samples falling through chemtrails (thanks to my Espanola correspondent, and Dave Dickie in Edmonton), I can state 
emphatically that chemtrails are not contrails.  
So what exactly are chemtrails? And what evidence is offered by the award-winning reporter who first broke this story?  
Welsbach Seeding Patent for Global Warming PDF 
For Chemtrail answers you can trust www.willthomas.net/Chemtrails 
“The scientist claims that the two most common substances being sprayed into chemtrails are aluminum oxide and barium stearate. When you see 
planes flying back and forth marking parallel lines, X-patterns and grids in a clear sky, that’s aluminum oxide, according to the scientist. The goal 
(says the government) is to create an artificial sunscreen to reflect solar radiation back into space to alleviate global warming. 
In some cases, barium may be sprayed in a similar manner for the purpose of “high-tech 3-D radar imaging.”  
(Columbus Alive Dec. 6, 2001) 
[Barium reduces fertility and libido] 

http://www.willthomas.net/Chemtrails/welsbach-seeding.pdf
http://www.willthomas.net/Chemtrails
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In Espanola, lab tests of rainwater falling through extensive chemtrail plumes revealed levels of aluminum seven-times higher than existing 
provincial safety limits for drinking water. Other spray simply fell as visible, flesh-stinging particles, thick as snow.  
Microscopic quartz particles predominated in the Espanola chemtrails analysis, with one chemtrails fallout sample taken from a car windshield 
showing an 80% quartz component. The electrical conductivity of quartz – especially its use by Nikola Tesla in his high-energy experiments - has 
raised speculation that the spraying over Espanola may have been connected with HAARP – and/or airborne laser experiments using a Boeing 747 
as a weapons platform. An amateur radio operator has detected high levels of electrical energy over Espanola during heavy chemtrail spraying. On 
one occasion the Prime Minister’s aircraft was forced to make an emergency landing due to “electrical problems” while flying through the area.  

 

BARIUM FOUND IN CHEMTRAILS OVER ITALY, CANADA, USA  
 
In Edmonton, Alberta last winter - after city landscape contractor Dave Dickie found electrical conductivity in city soils as much 
as 4.6 – 7-times higher than normal and acceptable levels - tests conducted by Nor-West Labs on snow samples collected from extensive chemtrails 
found levels of aluminum oxide and barium in northeast Edmonton at more than twice the levels recorded at a heavily polluted diamond mine. 
Though barium is twice as reflectant as glass – and thus serves well as a sunlight reflector called for in the late Dr. Edward Teller’s “sunscreen” 
scheme – this common electrolyte is also an excellent conductor of electricity. 
Vincent says that his group is currently raising money for more extensive – and expensive - tests on chemtrail fallout. But after collecting “white 
material” from the chemclouds, the Italians have already found “barium salts” in the mix.  
While many barium salts are relatively “safe”, other barium compounds have been used as rat poison. Though the filmmakers did not know the 
type of barium identified in Italian chemtrails, we all wondered just who are the lab rats in this ongoing secret experiment? 
 
Vincent reported widespread health effects following chemtrail spraying – including sudden nosebleeds suffered by his mother, sister and father in 
Florence after “many trails” there 18 months ago. JP-8 - the sweet-smelling intoxicant connected with jet flight - is actually quite nasty.  
Since Desert Storm felled so many tanker crews, sparking a pilots’ exodus from the Air National Guard that currently continues, the US Air Force 
has spent more than $25 million studying the poisoning of ground crews and other personnel exposed to jet fuel fumes. 
15 July 2009 - update 
• A photo of chemtrails being sprayed by a circular, unknown, 'black' aircraft (Colorado, 2008):  This is one of the most interesting images I've 
ever seen. I mentioned this in my Zurich conference workshop, and promised the participants I would post it. 
 

 Bill Ryan. Project Camelot.org 
  

 
July 15 2009 photo Bill Ryan   (1) 

 

               (2)                       (3) 
 

CHEMTRAIL -  NON COMMERCIAL FLIGHT               CONTRAIL – COMMERCIAL FLIGHT 
photos by the author over Forbes NSW April 14

th
 2010 

 
1.   “flouncing” as described in Hidden Texts       6 99.1    4 50.3    4 63.3 
2.    chemtrails – note grey non commercial plane 

   normal  con-trail trailing a commercial plane 
 

HAARP     see  6 25 1 
According to University of Ottawa Professor Michael Chossudovksy, the military's High-frequency Active Auroral Research Program (HAARP), 
operating in Alaska as part of the Strategic Defense Initiative, is a powerful tool for weather and climate modification.

61 
Operated jointly by the 

U.S. Navy and Air Force, HAARP antennas bombard and heat the ionosphere, causing electromagnetic frequencies to bounce back to earth, 
penetrating everything living and dead.

 
  

http://www.projectcamelot.org/circular_chemtrail_aircraft_lg.jpg
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HAARP transmissions make holes in the ozone,  creating yet another hobgoblin. HAARP inventor Bernard Eastlund described in his original patent 
how antenna energy can interact with plumes of atmospheric particles, used as a lens or focusing device, to modify weather   
HAARP is capable of triggering floods, droughts and hurricanes, much to the chagrin of both the European Parliament and the Russian Duma.  

CHEMTRAILS & VACCINES 
"...an aerosoled precursor has been put into the air and almost everyone has breathed it into their lungs. 

The biochemist states that the vaccines to be administered in the Fall (Autumn) will be ACTIVATED when the constituents come in contact with the 
aerosoled precursor in the body and will cause a rapid spread of the H1N1 Influenza A virus. 

This biochemist is very upset about the matter, to say the least, and is a very reliable source that needs our utmost protection." 
project camelot. org 

4 70 1 “COUNTING BEES POYNTERS” 10 49 4 “BEES WANE” 
February 11, 2010 - U. S. Honey Bee Deaths Increase Again. 

30% of bees transported to California for almond pollination  
have died in three weeks.   

earthfiles.com 
see  1 100 3  and  3 9 1 

UFOs and 14th Century Black Death  
© 2008 by Linda Moulton Howe  

“People were reporting ‘comets.’ But they were clearly not comets from the descriptions. 
People were reporting bright flying objects and said: 

the aerial objects were spraying gas, 
 which they called ‘mists’ that caused the Black Death.”   - William Bramley, Atty., The Gods of Eden  

 
The classic sign of the 14th Century bubonic plague was the appearance  

of buboes shown in illustration, which are swollen lymph nodes in the groin, the neck  
and armpits that oozed pus and bled.  

Most victims died within four to seven days after infection.  
Illustration of the Black Death from the Toggenburg Bible in 1411. 

Page of chemtrail related links 
          archivefreedom.org   

http://www.relfe.com/weblinks.html#chemtrails 
See also satellite photos of chemtrails at http://www.rense.com/general4/chmgb.htm 
http://www.rense.com/general3/massive.htm 
See: Chemtrails Crimes & Cover-up Documented, http://www.carnicom.com/contrails.htm 
Strange Haze, http://strangehaze.freeservers.com/index.html 
The Contrail Connection, http:// www.contrailconnection.com 
Sightings, www.sightings.com 
http://www.carnicom.com/contrails.htm 
http://www3.bc.sympatico.ca/Willthomas/chempics/chempics.htm 
http://www.apfn.org/apfn/contrails.htm  
http://www.carnicom.com/conright.htm  

Chemtrails: Suppression of Human Evolution 
http://educate-yourself.org/mnt/ctsuppressionhumanevolution29sep00.shtml   

Google: "Chemtrails To The Left Of Us" [parts 1-5] by John F. Winston 
forest@uhuh.com 
 
http://www.strangehaze.freeservers.com/ http://www.geocities.com/Pentagon/1250/ http://home.earthlink.net/~wolfmind/CT01.html 
http://www.carnicom.com/contrails.htm http://www.contrailconnection.com/index.html http://www.islandnet.com/~wilco/ 
http://www.islandnet.com/%7Ewilco/investsky.htm http://www.islandnet.com/~wilco/mysites.html http://members.xoom.com/centrexnews/chemtrails/ 
http://www.lacarte.org/health/chemtrails/ 
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/122 
http://www.rense.com/general75/mill.htm 

HONEY BEES DYING 
http://www.ksla.com/Global/story.asp?S=6157930&nav=0RY5bYXn 
http://www.iht.com/articles/2007/02/27/business/bees.php 

FROGS DYING 
http://www.kltv.com/global/story.asp?s=6093761 

EXTINCTION 
http://www.world-science.net/othernews/041118_extinctionfrm.htm 

 How To Make Solar Power 
Earth4EnergyNow.com 
 

http://www.archivefreedom.org/
http://www.relfe.com/weblinks.html#chemtrails
http://www.rense.com/general4/chmgb.htm
http://www.rense.com/general3/massive.htm
http://www.carnicom.com/contrails.htm
http://strangehaze.freeservers.com/index.html
http://www.contrailconnection.com/
http://www.sightings.com/
http://www.sightings.com/
http://www.carnicom.com/contrails.htm
http://www3.bc.sympatico.ca/Willthomas/chempics/chempics.htm
http://www.apfn.org/apfn/contrails.htm
http://www.carnicom.com/conright.htm
http://educate-yourself.org/mnt/ctsuppressionhumanevolution29sep00.shtml
mailto:forest@uhuh.com
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/122
http://www.rense.com/general75/mill.htm
http://www.ksla.com/Global/story.asp?S=6157930&nav=0RY5bYXn
http://www.iht.com/articles/2007/02/27/business/bees.php
http://www.kltv.com/global/story.asp?s=6093761
http://www.world-science.net/othernews/041118_extinctionfrm.htm
http://pagead2.googlesyndication.com/pagead/iclk?sa=l&ai=Bv3cxtoUXSa6tEpT-rAOu18S8DemhxG_FvdOUCcCNtwGQvwUQAxgDIIW76A8oAzgAUIaareMCYKXAo4CkAbIBEnd3dy5ndWFyZGlhbi5jby51a8gBAdoBPGh0dHA6Ly93d3cuZ3VhcmRpYW4uY28udWsvd29ybGQvMjAwMi9ub3YvMTAvc2NpZW5jZS5yZXNlYXJjaKgDAegDvAPoA5gD6AO7A-gDswP1AwAAAAD1AwQAAACYBAA&num=3&adurl=http://www.Earth4EnergyNow.com&client=ca-guardian_js
http://pagead2.googlesyndication.com/pagead/iclk?sa=l&ai=Bv3cxtoUXSa6tEpT-rAOu18S8DemhxG_FvdOUCcCNtwGQvwUQAxgDIIW76A8oAzgAUIaareMCYKXAo4CkAbIBEnd3dy5ndWFyZGlhbi5jby51a8gBAdoBPGh0dHA6Ly93d3cuZ3VhcmRpYW4uY28udWsvd29ybGQvMjAwMi9ub3YvMTAvc2NpZW5jZS5yZXNlYXJjaKgDAegDvAPoA5gD6AO7A-gDswP1AwAAAAD1AwQAAACYBAA&num=3&adurl=http://www.Earth4EnergyNow.com&client=ca-guardian_js
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GULF STREAM SHUT DOWN 
http://weather.unisys.com/archive/sst/ 
http://weather.unisys.com/surface/sst_anom.gif  
http://www.arctic.noaa.gov/essay_wadhams.html 
 

VACCINES AND HEAVY METALS COLLECTION 
Sandi Radomski 

 
VACCINES:                                                                                                                                                                    HEAVY METALS: 

1.  MMR/MMR2 VACCINE 
2.  MEASLES VACCINE 
3.   DPT VACCINE 
4.  DIPHTHERIA VACCINE 
5.   PERTUSSIS VACCINE 
6.   TETANUS VACCINE 
7.   HEPATITIS VACCINE 
8.   SMALL POX VACCINE  
9.   POLIO VACCINE 
10. CHICKEN POX VACCINE 
11. THIMEROSAL (MERCURY PRESERVATIVE)  
12. CAT VACCINE 
13. DOG VACCINE 
14. FLU VACCINE 1999 
15. FLU VACCINE 2000 

1.   ALUMINUM 
2.   ARSENIC 
3.   ASBESTOS/SILICON 
4.   BARIUM/BERYLLIUM 
5.   CADMIUM 
6.   COPPER 
7.   GOLD 
8.   LEAD 
9.   MERCURY 
10. NICKEL 
11. SILVER/SILVER AMALGAM 
12. TIN 
13. TITANIUM 
14. VANADIUM 
15. ZINC 

 

ANDRONICUS  SICILIANO  CON  SORDINO  coded from Letter 32 Using the “triple” method 
 

NOON I  (Yew Tree day) IS LIQUID O (around) CAIRO I (Egypt) I (Yew Tree day) SOON - IONIC LIQUID AIR O (orbits)   
RO (Andromeda Council) COOL IQ IN 1 (Jan.) 11 (or 11 [Feb 1]  1 
UNSOCIAL ON (Oannes) DINOSAUR, R.O. IQ, DO i  (Dec 18.19.20) 1  11 CO-ORDINAL 
IQ IS O (orbiting) I (Halloween/Yew).  11 (Nov.) UNO. {Sandy super cell)  
 OAR (golden Oar league) IONIC  LIQUID 1 (Jan) 1  SOON 
111 (triad or March) QUIN (5th day) 10 ( Io or October?) OS (Capricorn,  or the 10th of which is Jan 1)  
The third could be the third rock, but Nostradamus has always called the Earth the seventh rock 
RO III: COOLS  AIR 11 1  (Nov 1 was Sandy)  
A.I IRIS COIL ORBIT (in  I A) CORIOLIS  A (Dec 22)  1.1   
ANU’S CORIOL   (the Anun.nakim)  
In physics, the Coriolis effect is a deflection of moving objects when they are viewed in a rotating reference frame. 
 

 

CORIOLIS  effect 
In the inertial frame of reference (upper 
part of the picture), the black object 
moves in a straight line, without 
significant friction with the disc. However, 
the observer (red dot) who is standing in 
the rotating (non-inertial) frame of 
reference (lower part of the picture) sees 
the object as following a curved path due 
to the Coriolis and centrifugal forces 
present in this frame. 
 

 

ANDRONICUS  SICILIANO  CON SORDINO    from Letter 32 
IN CAULDRONS I  - IS OCCASION IN INDOORS   This I is Yew Tree Day – eve of winter solstice 
IN DISCOLOUR  OCCASION – N – IONS  DRAIN  N here is Ash Tree date, although N is also the sky rune for Erid.anus. 
DISCOLOUR would be the 30 hrs eclipse – Ash Tree date is Nov 22 – Dec 01 and February 18 – March 17 but Apple Tree 
can be Ash tree date and that is December 23 - 31 
NAIL  DOORS  either / and the time portals and your own doors  
IN ODOROUS (sulphurous)  IS IN RAIN CLOUDS OCCASION INDOOR N (Ash tree) 
R (Draco) O (orbit) IN DISC IN UN-ORDINAL OCCASION OS  (Capricorn)  SO N IN CAULDRON RID OCCASION  IN  I OS  
I in OS is December 19-19-20-21 

http://weather.unisys.com/archive/sst/
http://weather.unisys.com/surface/sst_anom.gif
http://www.arctic.noaa.gov/essay_wadhams.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Corioliskraftanimation.gif
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ON (Oannes) DO IN UN-ORDINAL CRISIS OCCASION   IS COIN SARDONIC IONS CAULDRON  IN OS 
R O, ON DISCS IN I UN-ORDINAL OCCASION IN CAULDRON OCCASIONS IN INDOORS I 
INDO-IRANIAN SCORN  DICLINOUS  Having pistils and stamens in separate flowers = DNA   CO OS    
COIN  AND  AS  IN  DICLINOUS CORROSION,  ON/AN IN DICLINOUS ACIDS CORROSION (chemtrails 
RO CONCISION UNDO SICILIAN  SARDON  (this would tie in with Malta in 8 6  “suddenly it will be extinguished”) 

 
NEPTUNE 1 77 3  

WHO – WHERE  - WHEN…     PEN TUNE U.N  ET  PEN  (Train danger) NET  NUPE    [people of northern Nigeria] 
PUN  NET  E  [Zeta Ret. Hero]  N  BORN[e]  [Earth] PUT  PENU – the next to the last   TEN(th)  NET.   ENT.  N  ET    
PEEN  TUN(YEAR) [the rear end of a hammer]  the part that is a “ball” or a claw for cleaving 
"NUT  PEEN  cleft in Nut – at the “neap” of Nut 
Hazelnut tree Mar 22 to Mar 31  C  HAZEL NUT Aug 5 – Sep 1 

Hazelnut tree Sep 24 to Oct 03  (IS SALMON)    WEDNESDAY 

Walnut tree Apr 21 to Apr 30  

Walnut tree Oct 24 to Nov 11  

"NUT  NEEP  
A tide that occurs when the difference between high and low tide is least; the lowest level of high tide. Neap tide comes 
twice a month, in the first and third quarters of the moon.    The cusp in the middle 
"N [Eridu] PEN UTE   PENN [State]  TUE   
"E.N.E. PUNT       Extraterrestrial Non-human Entities at the land of Punt (Ethiopia) 
"E.N.E  TUPE      To transfer (an employee or group of employees) to another employer  

Extraterrestrial Non-human Entity (meaning inter-dimensional, such as the Andromeda Council) 
"ENE     [east north east]  PUNT.    N  [Erid.anu] PUT PUNT UP NTh      PUT UP [in] N (Ash date) 
P. [Peleus/Anu] ET N.N.E   U = December 23                          "NET [Zeta in] PUNE   …         
Sahakarnagar /Pune  in India Latitude, 18.4832879 Longitude, 73.8498743 Just south of Mumbai under Bahre 

 

Mysterious Bacteria “Superbug” Spreading Like Wildfire Across The 

Country And It Can’t Be Stopped! 

Monday, December 3, 2012 11:06 Before Its News  

 
Is it any wonder that a superbug is now going rampant across the Country. With the overuse of antibiotics being prescribed at every 
turn for the slightest things such as the common cold, which it does nothing for. This is coming home to roost and this is the result 
of that. I have learned that doctors are very good at 2 things: surgery and pushing pills as this is what they are taught to do. 
CRE pdf 
Drugs can’t stop this deadly bacteria stalking 42 states 
Carbapenem-Resistant Enterobacteriaceae kills 40 percent of its victims. 
There is little chance that an effective drug to kill CRE bacteria will be produced in the coming years. 
CRE infections already are endemic in several major U.S. population centers, including NY, Los Angeles and Chicago. Smaller pockets 
of cases have been reported across much of the country, including Oregon, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia 
and South Carolina. 
http://www.thenorthwestern.com/…/Drugs-can-t-stop-deadly-bacteria-stalking-42-states 
Mysterious bacteria ‘superbug’ spreads across country 
CRE kills 40 percent of its victims – and it can’t be stopped 
In a matter of days after the middle-age patient arrived at the University of Virginia Medical Center, the bacteria in his blood had 
fought off even what doctors consider “drugs of last resort.” 
“It was very alarming; it was the first time we’d seen that kind of resistance,” said Amy Mathers, one of the hospital’s infectious 
disease specialists. 
http://www.tennessean.com/article/20121202/NEWS08/312020088/Mysterious-superbug-spreads-across-country 
Deadly ‘superbugs’ invade U.S. health care facilities 
http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2012/11/29/bacteria-deadly-hospital-infection/1727667/ 
Healthy people usually do not get CRE infections. 
one report cites they can contribute to death in 40% of patients who become infected. 
http://www.cdc.gov/hai/organisms/cre/index.html 
Read more at http://investmentwatchblog.com/mysterious-bacteria-superbug-spreads-across-country-and-it-cant-be-
stopped/#v54www50CKMARbG3.99 
 

 

http://www.irishtimes.com/newspaper/ireland/2012/1122/1224326952326.html
http://www.virginia.edu/uvaprint/HSC/pdf/08009.pdf
http://www.thenorthwestern.com/article/20121202/OSH0101/312020269/Drugs-can-t-stop-deadly-bacteria-stalking-42-states?odyssey=mod%7Cnewswell%7Ctext%7CFRONTPAGE%7Cs&nclick_check=1
http://www.tennessean.com/article/20121202/NEWS08/312020088/Mysterious-superbug-spreads-across-country?odyssey=tab%7Ctopnews%7Ctext%7C&nclick_check=1
http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2012/11/29/bacteria-deadly-hospital-infection/1727667/
http://www.cdc.gov/hai/organisms/cre/index.html
http://investmentwatchblog.com/mysterious-bacteria-superbug-spreads-across-country-and-it-cant-be-stopped/#v54www50CKMARbG3.99
http://investmentwatchblog.com/mysterious-bacteria-superbug-spreads-across-country-and-it-cant-be-stopped/#v54www50CKMARbG3.99
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Related Stories 

 Food Allergies? Pesticides In Tap Water   Might Be To Blame 

 Dr. Oz Viciously Attacks Organic Foods and Farmers Markets 

 Sore Throat Gargle 

 An Easy Way To Handle Differences 

 Is it True that Nomophobia is Rapidly Increasing in USA 

 Dr Oz Defends Monsanto: Eat GMO Foods, They’re the Same as Non-GMO Organic 

 Why Is the Media Ignoring the Mass Sinkholes Popping Up Around the Country? 

 

Nuclear nation? French sperm count ‘falls by a third’ 

by The Extinction Protocol 

 

 

December 5, 2012 – FRANCE - The sperm count of French men fell by a third between 1989 and 2005, a study suggests.  
The semen of more than 26,600 French men was tested in the study, reported in the journal Human Reproduction.  
The number of millions of spermatozoa per milliliter fell by 32.3%, a rate of about 1.9% a year. And the percentage of normally shaped 
sperm fell by 33.4%. The average sperm count remained within the fertile range, but experts want to see more research into possible 
causes. One of the paper's authors, Dr Joelle Le Moal, an environmental health epidemiologist, said: “To our knowledge, this is the first 
study concluding a severe and general decrease in sperm concentration and morphology at the scale of a whole country over a 
substantial period. This constitutes a serious public health warning.” But Dr Allan Pacey, senior lecturer in andrology at the University of 
Sheffield, said: “The change in sperm concentration described, 73.6 to 49.9 million per milliliter [on average for a 35-year-old], is still 
well within the normal range and above the lower threshold of concern used by doctors which is suggestive of male infertility, 15 
million per milliliter.” There has much been much debate in the past 20 years over whether sperm quality has decreased, with research 
supporting both sides of the controversy. This latest research adds weight to the numerous European studies that suggest one in five 
young men has a sperm count low enough to impair fertility. Prof Richard Sharpe, from the University of Edinburgh, said: "Something 
in our modern lifestyle, diet or environment like chemical exposure, is causing this. “We still do not know what the most important 
factors are, but perhaps the most likely is a combination, a double whammy of changes, such as a high-fat diet combined with 
increased environmental chemical exposures.” –BBC 
 

2 100  1 Dedans les isles si horrible tumulte 
AD  ENDS:  DETAILS ~ 
E   (∑  )  TUMULT,   TUMBLE  

SEND  ILLNESSES  REBUILT,  HORRIBLE  DEADLINESS 

Thorium Terbium Diseases Multitudes Bleed                                      

Within  les isles = the planets | horrible tumult.  cont : 
while one only hears of warfare (because of the « media » we have) 
E (∑ )  see HERO MOVES THE EARTH … AND THEY SEND: 
REBUILT,  genetically   engineered  DISEASES 
 

2 100 

Dedans les isles si horrible tumulte, 
Bien on n'orra qu'ne bellique brigue, 
Tant grand sera des predateurs l'insulte, 
Qu'on se viendra ranger à  la grand ligne.  Golden Oar League 

 

Within the isles [planets]  a very horrible uproar, 
One will hear only a party of war, 
So great will be the threat of the predators (false rapture) 
That they will come to be joined to the great league. (see 2 5) 

All the 100
th

 quatrains hold very important information, especially so in their 4
th

 line.  
Line 1: all the planets of the Solar system ARE in uproar at the moment – due to the passing of Nibiru solar system 
Line 2: it is true that we hear only about wars and riots and secession which will lead to civil wars. It is as if our attention is being 
drawn to the ground to cause us  not to see the “big” picture. This includes super storm cells, earthquakes, vulcanism, sinkholes 
Line 3: these predators are here for a “harvest”  -  which Nostradamus names the “FALSE RAPTURE” – cannibalism, by the raptor 
Line 4: The “great league” could mean one of two things. The “Golden Oar League” of  2. 5   (who are part of the Second Coming,    
but because they have been titled “Soheil – the coming of the desired” – they are  ‘moles’  to their alliance, coming to help Earth)      
or the “hordes” of Other Worlders… which appear in some crop circles as multitudes of visitors (THESE ARE THE ZETA GREYS) 
In this Hidden Texts the Hero Ehwa (∑ )  has an agenda of their own. These are the Zetas, who have had all the time in the world to set us up. 

They tell the truth, prophecize  truthful events in order to have their believers fully accept whatever they say – then – whammo =  ALL OF 

this has been to manipulate their believers into accepting whatever they tell them.                   HERE IS THE DANGER 
 

 

 

http://beforeitsnews.com/health/2012/12/food-allergies-pesticides-in-tap-water-might-be-to-blame-2459978.html
http://beforeitsnews.com/health/2012/12/dr-oz-viciously-attacks-organic-foods-and-farmers-markets-2459976.html
http://beforeitsnews.com/health/2012/12/sore-throat-gargle-2459970.html
http://beforeitsnews.com/health/2012/12/an-easy-way-to-handle-differences-2459968.html
http://beforeitsnews.com/health/2012/12/is-it-true-that-nomophobia-is-rapidly-increasing-in-usa-2459966.html
http://beforeitsnews.com/health/2012/12/dr-oz-defends-monsanto-eat-gmo-foods-theyre-the-same-as-non-gmo-organic-2459962.html
http://beforeitsnews.com/health/2012/12/why-is-the-media-ignoring-the-mass-sinkholes-popping-up-around-the-country-2459960.html
http://theextinctionprotocol.wordpress.com/2012/12/05/nuclear-nation-french-sperm-count-falls-by-a-third/
http://theextinctionprotocol.wordpress.com/author/theextinctionprotocol/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-20593467
http://theextinctionprotocol.wordpress.com/author/theextinctionprotocol/
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ZODIAC DECANS (dates) of the BIBLE & THE LOST MANUSCRIPT of NOSTRADAMUS 

A further introduction to information in the Lost Manuscript 

Virgo    The Prophecy of the Promised Seed (Spica)  see Genesis 3:12 below 

Coma: Woman and child (Virgin and Child)                                                this is the first decan of a Virgo month 

Centaurus: The (female warrior) despised sin offering  DIE            (see the Vignettes where Virgo is shot 
Boötes: The coming one with branch (see Vignettes in the Lost Manuscript)  third decan of a Virgo month 

Libra    The Redeemed  Atoning                                                                                            (Arcturus in Boötes)  

Crux: The Cross endured (33AD)                                                              the first decan of a Libra month 

Lupus: The Victim slain (Jesus the Lamb – Lupus has had many animal names) 
Corona: The (Thorned) Crown bestowed                                                 the third decan of a Libra month 

 Scorpio The Redeemer’s Conflict taken 

Serpens: Assaulting man’s heel (see Vignette in the Lost Manuscript)      the first decan of a Scorpio month 

Ophiucus: The Man (Orion the Face) grasping the serpent              the second decan of a Scorpio month 
Hercules: (or the Zeta Herculis)  who cometh                                          the third decan of a Scorpio month 

Sagittarius The Redeemed Triumph 

Lyra: Praise prepared for the conqueror with Vega            (this is the Tortoise and Vulture in the Vignettes) 
Ara: Fire of the Altar - prepared for his enemies                                      the second decan of a Sagittarius 

Draco: The dragon cast down (is this the “arranged” asteroids?)                        the third decan of a Sagittarius 
 Capricorn The Result of the Redeemer’s Suffering 

Sagitta: (receiving) the arrow of God sent forth     (asteroid)                           the first decan of a Capricorn 

Aquila: The smitten One (Eagle) falling            (the asteroid)                             the second decan of a Capricorn 

Delphinus: The dead Ones rising again – from the south ( M.I.B.)                              third decan of a Capricorn 

 Aquarius (Also The Age Of ) The Blessing Assured (one day) 

Piscis Australis: The bestowed                                                                             first decan in an Aquarius 

Pegasus: The quickly coming – the Grand Pulse?                                          second decan in an Aquarius 

Cygnus: The surely returning                      (Second Coming – the Unholy Six)                             third decan    
 Pisces (Also The Age Of) The Blessings in Abeyance (being held back) 

The Band: Auriga & The great enemy – the Milky Way, millwheel grinding -                   first decan of a Pisces 
Cepheus: The Deliverer coming to loosen – the king of the second coming               second decan in a Pisces                     
Andromeda: The afflicted in bondage the Princess                                                                             Easter in a Pisces 

 Aries  The Blessing Consummated by artificial insemination and genetic engineering 

Cassiopeia: The captive crowned Queen, delivered – preserving DNA 

Cetus: The great enemy bound – polar shift                                   in the second decan of an Aries (Easter) 
Perseus: The Breaker delivering – tectonic plates                                          in the third decan of an Aries 

 Taurus  Messiah  Coming to Rule…          (Aldebarans: see the “Michael Prince” article  project Camelot.org) 

Orion: The Redeemer breaking forth as Light – a coronal mass ejection                 first decan of a Taurus 

Eridanus: Wrath of the river breaking forth as a flood – the great flooding                            second decan 

Auriga: Safety for His redeemed in the day of wrath – the rapture?                             third decan of a Taurus 

 Gemini  Messiah as Prince of Princes 

Lepus: The enemy trodden underfoot – the hare                                                     followed by Lupus Minor 

Canis Major: The coming Prince – Dark Men from Sirius                                    second decan of a Gemini 
Canis Minor: The exalted (north polestar) –  Procyon         was Gemini second decan but now in a CANCER 

 Cancer The Messiah’s (see Aldebaran now in Taurus) Redeemed Possessions 

Ursa Minor: The lesser sheepfold  (cattle mutilators)                                                  first decan in a Cancer 
Ursa Major: The fold and the flock   (traders in men)                                             second decan in a Cancer 
Argo: The pilgrim’s arrival home – Soheil in the second coming                                third decan in a Cancer 

 Leo     The Prophecy of Triumph Fulfilled 

Hydra: The old (fleeing) serpent destroyed                                                                     first decan in a Leo 

Crater: The cup of wrath poured out (the dice cup)                                                    second decan in a Leo 

Corvus: The birds of prey devouring (at the mouth of Leo)                                           third decan of a Leo 
 

“The Prophecy of the Scriptures of the Heavens as found in the Bible”   

This is the Bridge for information between the Lost Manuscript of Nostradamus and the Hidden Texts   

The scr iptures as  a l lowed by the NiCaEan Counci l  in 325A.D.  

Ni=Nibiru. Ca=Cabal. Ea=Eyah/Enki. An=Anu… those who speak of “setting up the 12 zodiacs as a pathway to knowledge”. Enki 


